


Security and convenience 
commonly work against each
other.  Systems that offer the best
security are inconvenient to change, while
most flexible systems are easily changed but fall
short on true security.  Now there’s a way to achieve
both security and convenience, without compromise.

The new Medeco 7 Series combines high security with
a flexible and convenient removable core system.

With the Medeco 7 Series you can:

• protect your cash and equipment

• respond immediately to lost or stolen keys

• reduce machine downtime 

• increase service efficiency

The Medeco 7 Series incorporates one universal 

lock core that fits cam locks (both clockwise and 

counterclockwise installations), as well as cabinet locks.

This allows you to secure

every point on a machine 

or cash drawer with a 

patented, high security

lock. And if a key

is lost or stolen, you

can make a full 

combination change

in seconds by simply replacing 

the core. 



Quick, Secure Combination Changes

With the 7 Series, you make combination changes by

replacing the entire cylinder core. The process takes 

seconds. It’s so simple that you can often replace cores

without disturbing your customers. 

And while “quick-change” alternatives only 

provide an incremental change, the 7 Series

core contains a completely new code.  This

means that with every change, your

locking system is providing the best

security possible. 

Patented Key Control 

Medeco’s patented keys protect you against unauthorized

key duplication.  Only factory authorized Medeco 

service centers have access to the key blanks and 

special equipment required to cut keys.  Strict control

procedures ensure that no one gets duplicate keys 

without your permission. 



Exceptionally Strong Keys

Medeco offers several 

different key technologies

designed to thrive in the demanding casino environment.

Stronger keys mean less downtime and higher revenues.

A Medeco representative can help you choose the right

keying system for your business.

Convenient, Flexible System

Now, a single high security core will protect every access

point on a slot machine, as well as cash drawers, cash

carts, table game boxes, and cash storage trays. There is

never any question as to which core to stock, 

or carry out to the floor. Your machines will be more

secure and service will be more efficient than ever.

Take the first step towards security without 

compromise by contacting Medeco Customer Service 

at 1-888-633-3261. 



7 Series Flexibility
One Core Secures:

Cam Lock Applications

Bill Validator Access

CPU Accesss

Belly Glass

Drop/Base

Stacker

Main Door

Hopper Storage

Cabinet Lock Applications

Cash Drawers

Cash Carts

Table Game 
Cash Boxes 
and Release

Cash Storage 
Trays



Medeco US:  3625 Allegheny Drive • Salem, Virginia 24153
Customer Service 1.888.633.3261

Medeco Canada: 141 Dearborn Place • Waterloo, Ontario N2J 4N5
Customer Service 1.888.633.3264

www.medeco.com

Founded in 1968, Medeco is a market leader in manufacturing high security, patent
protected locks and locking systems for security, safety, and key control. The 
company’s customer base includes Wholesale and Retail Security providers, 

Original Equipment Manufacturers, and Industrial End-users.

The ASSA ABLOY Group is the world’s leading manufacturer and supplier 
of locks and associated products, dedicated to satisfying end-user 

needs for security, safety, and convenience. 
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